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1. GENERAL

1.01 This section covers the necessary proce-
dures for calculatingthe free space

propagation noise performance of various micro-
wave radio relay systems. The computation
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methods discussed in Parts 3> 59 6> 7 and 8 are
applicable to frequency, phase and amplitude
modulation radio equipmentsonly. A brief sum-
mary of the contents follows.

1.02 Part 2 shows the method to be used in ar-
riving at the carrie>to-noise ratio at

the radio receiver tiput. This is the first
step h computing the expected noise perform-
ance for all microwave systems carrying either
message or tel.mrisionservices.

1.03 Part 3 shows the method of adjusting the
carrier-to-noiseratio for the various

types of multiplexing equipment to obtain the
actual noise power in dba on the individual.
message channels.

1.04 Parts h and S cover additional correction
factors for use with compandors and base-

band equalization (use of pre-emphasis and re-
emphasis networks).

1.0s Part 6 contains information for deriving
the video peak-to-peak signal to rms

noise ratio in television systems.

1.06 Part 7 includes additional considerations
necessary for the computation of mul.tihop

system performance.

1.07 Part 8 contains the mathematical deriva-
tions associatedwith some of the compu-

tations used in the preceding parts.

1.o8 Part 9 contains drawin~s associatedwith
this section

sources containing
dnsilar subjects.

and references
information on

to other
these and

2. CARRIER-TO-NOISERATIO AT THE MJIIO
RECEIVER INPUT

(A) General.

2.01 The path loss level diagram shown below
is typical for a single hop microwave

system. By following certain procedures, to be
covered, it will be shown that the radio
carrier-to-noiseratio for such a system can be
calculated providing certain basic systemparam-
eters are known. These parameters relate to
the radio
follows:

‘t =

‘t =

Gr =

L=
rt

a=

Nr =

‘t‘

transmissionfacility and are as

Transmitterpower output in dbm.

Transmitting antema gain in db above
a half-wave dipole.

Receivtig antenna gain in db above a
half-wave dipole.

Miscellaneousfilter, waveguide,
coax., etc, losses expressed in db.

Transmissionpath loss expressed in
db relative to half-wave dipoles.

Equivalent receiver and antenna noise
at the receiver input (expressedin
dbm).

Lri, and Nr axe properties of the

equipment and should be determinedfrom
the specificationsfor the equipment in
question.

Gt and Gr for simple parabolic antennas

may be found from Fig. 1, Part 9.

When the path length is known, values of
‘~a’tmay be taken frcm Fig. 2, Part 9.
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2.02 The noise power (Nr) accounts for the

noise generators (vacuum tubes, etc) ti-
herent within the receiver and thermal noise
from the antenna. The sum of these noise com-
ponents produces a noise power which at fre-
quencies above about SOO,megacyclesbecomes the
controllingsource of noise. It is this noise
which determineshow small the incoming desired
signal can be before it is masked and no longer
usable. The noise power is usually expressed
in dtm at the input of the receiver in the
bandwidth of the if. amplifier. This power is
the noise at the receiver input which is equiv-
alent to the sum of all the noise components
mentioned above. The noise figure of a re-
ceiver is defined as the ratio (expressed li~

decibels) between the noise power output o; the
receiver and the noise power output ~? a hypo-
thetical perfect receiver of the s?me bandwidth
and measured at equal level points.

(B) Method of Computation

2.03 The thermal noise power present at the
input of a perfect receiver (NP) is given

by:

NP (dtm) = -174 + 10 log (bandwidthin
cycles)* (1)

2.04 The receiver noise figure, noise power,
and noise power in a perfect receiver,

are related as follows:

Nr = NP + Nf (all expressed in decibels)
(2)

Where Nr equals the equivalent noise

power generatedwithin the receiver in
question.

NP equals the noise power h a theoreti-
cally perfect receiver of the same
bandwidth.

Nf equals the noise figure of the re-

ceiver in question.

2.05 The preceding values of Pt, Gt, Gr, Lrt,

and ‘la!’may be combined to produce the
received carrier power which is defined as Pr.

Pr=Pt+Gt+Gr-L a (expressed
rt -

in dlxn) (3)

‘: Where the
the noise

bandwidth refers to that in which
power is measured or can~uted.

1SS 1, SECTION 940-320-100

2.06 The value for Pr (the received carrier

power) is now compsred with the noise
power at the receiver input to give the
carrier-to-noise
ceiver C/Nrf.

C/Nrf = Pr -

ratio at the tiput to the re-

Nr (where Pr and Nr are

expressed in dbm) (4)

2.07 Combining the two preceding equations

C/Nrf (db) = Pt + Gt + Gr - Lrt

-a- Nr (5’)

2.08 For convenience in computing the channel
noise (multiplex)and the video noise

(television),the above ratio will be reduced
to the carrier-to-noiseratio per cycle of
bandwidth C/Nc by ditiding Nrf by Brf where the

bandwidth Brf refers to the passband in which

the noise power (Nrf) was measured. When such

information is lacking, a usable approximation
may be had by noting the bandwidth between the
-2 db points on the if. bandpass character-
istic.

CBrf
C/Nc=$=T

rf rf
(6)

q

C/Nc (db) = C/Nrf (db) + 10 log Brf (7)

3* VOICE CHANNEL NOISE LEVEL COMPUTATION FOR
MULTICHANNEL MULTIPLEX APPLICATIONS

(A) General

3.01 In order to compute the noise level for a
single voice channel the following micro-

wave and multiplex parameters are required.::--:-

d
rf

n

Bm

‘1

Mc

so

The Maximum Deviation of the Radio
Transmitter.

Number of Voice Channels.

Frequency Band Occupied by the Multi-
plex Channels.

Multiplex Loading Factor.

The Multiplex Conversion Factor.

The Power at the Switchboard Level
Point Correspondingto Full Modulation.

Z:$This computationis applicable to fre-
quency, phase and amplitudemodulation
only.

Page 3
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3.02 “drf,u the -~ Detiation, is the reC-

ommended peak swing of the radio fre-
quency carrier when frequency or phase modula-
tion is employed. For the case of amplitude
modulation, d.. = O.

3.03

plex

3.04

rl

lfn,llt,heNumber of Voice channels> is

usually establishedby the type of multi-
and the circuit requirements.

MB ,11 t~ frequency Spectrum, is the band
m

occupied by the output frequencies of the
multiplex. For example, a 24-channelN carrier
system occupies the spectrum from 40 tO 26o
kilocycles.

3.0s “Ml,” the Multiplex Loading Factor, re-

lates the loading of a carrier system
when one channel is transmitted to the loading
when all channels are transmitted. If the per-
missible peak mod~tion is not to be exceeded

as increastig numbers of channels are trans-
mitted, the level per channel must be reduced.
The degree of such reduction is determinedby
the type of multiplexing used.

3.06

ties
This
rier

ftM,11the ~tiplex Conversion Factors
c

relates to the noise reduction efficien-
of the various multiplexing techniques.
value involves, for example, the subcar-
deviation ratio in the case of FM

multiplex.

3.07 !!sffis the Switchboard Level, requixed
o

to produce full modulation of the multi-
plex equipment. Under !lBulJ’ltalker condi-
tions, the speech peaks will exceed this level
only a very small part of the time. So-called
!INom~tI and !lQuiet?!tmers may be as much aS

30 to 40 db below this full modulation level;
however, present transmission objectives have
been established recognizing that adequate
transmissionperformance must be provided for
talkers within such a wide range of levels.

(B) Method of Computation

DemodulationProcess

3.08 Starting with the radio frequency
carrier-to-noiseratio per cycle of band-

width (C/Nc as preciously derived in Para-

graph 2.08), we will modify this value to show
the effects of detection to produce the signal-
to-noise ratio per cycle of bandwidth in the
baseband.

3.09 A fully amplitude modulated signal is
composed of the carrier and upper and

lower sidebands. The peak power in such a

Page 4 ‘

signal is divided with one-half in the carrier
and one-quarterin each sideband. During de-
modulation, the upper and lower sidebanda are
combined in phase to produce the desired output
signal. As a result of this in-phase addition
of the sidebands, the peak signal.power is
equal to the peak carrier power.

Cs. (1)

3.10 Following similar reasoning, the noise
power in the post detection bandwidth

will be found to be equal to that h the prede-
tection bandwidth (as&ning unity gain). How-
ever, since the sideband noise powers are com-
bined at random into a noise signal occupying
only one-half of the predetection bandwidth,
the noise power ~ex cycle has doubled.

3.11 The noise power per cycle after detection
is, therefore, three decibels higher in

level than the noise power per cycle prior to
detection.

3.12 Collecting the foregoing, the signal-to-
noise ratio per cycle after detection for

the case of full modulation is equal to:

Sd/Ne= C/Nc - 3 (db) (2)

3.13 The above expression (2) for the post de-
tection signal-to-noiseratio per cycle

was derived by considerationof a fully ampli-
tude modulated carrier. Our next concern till.
be the improvement obtained when such a carrier
is frequency or phase modulated. The lhprove-
ment Factor will.account for such improvements.

ImprovementFactor

3.L When frequency or phase modulation is em-
ployed, large improvementsin the signal-

to-noise ratio are possible due to the effec-
tively wider band occupied by the signal volt-
age as compan?dwith the narrower band occupied
by the detected noise. Such ‘Iimprovementsl’are
restricted by the thresholcb+effects and the
intermodulationand crosstalk performance de-
sired. In some extreme cases, such as tele-
vision transmission,where wideband modulating
voltages are employed, degradation in the
signal-to-noiseratio results if comparatively
small !Iswingsftare employed.

?+For the purpose of this computation,it
is assumed that the carrier-to-noisera-
tio at the input to the receiver (C/Nrf)

is sufficient to produce the full iYe-
quency or phase modulation improvement.
This value is approximately 10 db (6 to
~ depending upon the type of multiplex
employed). The computation of system
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operation
extremely
sunmtions

below the threshold point is
difficult involving many as-
and h most instances, the re-

sul&g fading margins and chan~el noise
levels would be far short of established
objectives.

3.15 The ImprovementFactor for the more typi-
cal cases is presented below:

Improvement Factor = 20 log D (3)

Where D equals

Frequency or Phase Modulation - - - - -

d
@ See Note 1, below.
tc

and

d is the maximum deviation specified
rf

for the frequency or phase modu-
lated rf carrier.

‘tc
is the top frequency of the base-
band occupied by the multiplex.

Note 1: The Improvement Factor definition:
20 log D, is equalJy applicable to fre-
quency or phase modulation at the top fre-
quency of the baseband. However, where a
single channel is transmittedwith fre-
quency modulation and the greater portion
of the baseband is occupied, the improve-
ment for the band as a whole becomes ~ +
20 log D. An example of this is the trans-
mission of television signals. See Part 8.

d
3.16 The factor~ is referred to as the

r tc
Deviation Ratio (D) and a plot of the

hprovement Factor for various values of drf

‘d ‘tc is showu in fig. 3. From Equation (2)

the post detection signal-to-noiseratio at the
top frequency in the baseband is:

RF Carrier-
Post to-Noise

Detection Ratio per
Signal-to- Cycle of Detection Inrorovement
Noise Ratio l%ndwidth Factor ‘Factor

S~Nc = C/N - 3 + 20 log D
c

(4)

Multiplex Loading Factor

3.17 At this point in the transmission compu-
tations under discussion,the baseband

signal-to-ndse per cycle will be corrected to

include the reduction in subcarrier level which
must be accepted when more than one carrier is
to be transmitted simultaneouslyover the sys-
tem. The pretious discussion assumed that the
modulating signal was a single carrier voltage;
however, when multichannelmultiplexing is pro-
posed, this is not the case.

3.18 As the number of channels multiplexed is
increased (system loading), the in-phase

addition of the individual.channel voltages can
be very high as compared to the average value
of the complex wave. When this peak-to-average
ratio is large, and individual channel compo-
nents exist a substantialpart of the time
(such as when transmitting carriers), the aver-
age level of modulation must be lowered to pro-
tect the system from overload when high peaks
are present. The exact value of such reduc-
tions will be dependent upon the degree of
overload to be tolerated, the portion of the
total the that such overload can be accepted,
and the intermodulationnoise objectives to be
met for the particular service involved.

3.19 Some typical multiplex arrangements and
the value of the Multiplex Loading Factor

(Ml) for each is shown in Table I.

Type of
Multiplex

Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
N Carrier
N Carrier
ON Carrier
ON Carrier
Lenkurt 4.#Ex
Lenkurt 4SBX
L Carrier
(Lenkurt45D)

L Carrier
(Lenkurtb5D)

L Carrier
(Lenkurt!JD)

Table I

Number of
Channels Type of

n Modulation

6 FM
12 FM
24 FM
12 AM
24 AM

SSB;;
SSB

SSBSC
g SSBSC

SSBSC

96 SSESC

120 SSBSC

M, (db)*

-16
-22
-28
-25
-31
-26
-32
- S*
- 6s+
- ~.%.>

- 8-Hx-

- 9-H+

SSB = Single Sideband

SSE?SC= Single Sideband Suppressed Carrier

-x-

%“,

See Part 8 for qualificationsand
derivations.

If the use of compandors is assumed for
these applications, the values shown for
Ml must be further reduced 4 db to com-

pensate for tb resulting effectively
higher channel loating - i.e.,

Lenkurt ~sBX 24 SSESC
(Compandors)

-9

Page 5
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3.20 The equa~ion for the single channel
signaJ-to-noiseratio per cycle at the

top of the baseband, haa now become:

3JNC = c/Nc - 3+2010 gD+Ml

Only two steps need now be taken to derive the
voice channel signal-to-noise(Svc/N) ratio at

the output of the multiplex equipment for the
condition of full modulation.

Eandwidth Factor

3.21 The first of these converts the noise
level per cycle of bandwidth to the noise

level in the bandwidth of the voice channel.
As was preciously discussed, the detection
process (if double sideband) effectively dou-
bles the noise per cycle, consequentlythe
signal-to-noiseper cycle must be corrected
by:

-(3+ 10log Bvc)

Where Bvc = Bandwidth of the voice

channe1.
Combining this uith Equation (S),

(6)

se/N . c/N -3+2010gD+M1-3-

10 log Bv~ (7)

Multiplex Conversion Factor

3.22 The second of these corrections (Mc) ac-

counts for the various efficienciesof
the multiplex techniques as applied to the ti-
dividual voice channels rather than the base-
band as a whole. This correctionin a sense
relates the ratio of the efficiency of the mul-
tiplexing technique used to that of a fully am-
plitude modulated subcarrier.

3.23 The Multiplex Conversion Factors as these
corrections are tilled, are presented in

Table II.

Table II

Multiplex

Frequency Modulation
Motorola

Double Sideband AM
Type N

MC-%

+11 db

O db

Single Sideband AM
Types ON, L or
Lenkurt +3db

The derivation of the values may be
found in Part 8.

In most cases, this bandwidth maybe
taken as 3,000 cycles which nets a cor-
rection of 35 + 3 or 38 decibels, thus

3.2h The top voice channel signal-to-noisera-
tio for all cases is

Se/N= C/Nc - @+2010gD+Ml (8)

RF Carrier-
to-Noise Detection

Voice Channel Per and
Signal-to- Cycle of Bandwidth

Noise Bandwidth Factor

Multiplex Multiplex
Improvement Loading Conversion
Factor Facto; Factor

Sv~N = C/Nc - 41 + 2o10gD + Ml + M
c (9)

Page 6
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It should be kept in mind that this expression
gives the voice channel signal-to-noiseratio
for the condition of full modulation.

Voice Channel Noise Power in DBM and DBA

3.2S This last equation (9) protides the ratio
we have been looking for but does not es-

tablish the absolute channel noise level. This
can be done readily for any point in the system
if the signal power at that point corresponding
to full modulation is known. It is convenient
to refer to the channel noise power in terms of
the equivalentnoise at the zero level toll
line position (OTLP). To determine this we
need to know the correspondingsignal.power at
this position which will produce full.modula-
tion of the multiplex channel unit.

3.26 Talker volumes at the toll switchboard
range through wide lhits. It is desira-

ble to employ as high a degree of modulation as
practicablein order to obtain as favorable a
signal-to-noiseratio as possible. At the same
the it is necessary to avoid excessive over-
loading due to the peak levels of “bull
talkers.!! The adjustment of the input to the
multiplex system, therefore, represents an op-
erating compromisebetween the channel limiting
characteristic,the statisticalpossibility of
overload, and the channel noise performance
under conditionsof other than full modulation.

3.27 For most present types of multiplex
equipmentsthe normal adjustment is such

that full modulation is exceeded only in the
case of peak signals from a negligible number
of “bull talkers.” For such systems, there-
fore, the signal power at the zero level toll
line position (OTLP) correspondingto full mod-
ulation is the peak signal power of the “bull
talker.” It has been determined that with
plant of present design the signal power of a
single tone equivalent to the normal pealcs~of
such a ‘tbulltalker!!is approximately8 dbm.
Far such multiplex systems 8 dbm is, therefore,
the value that should be used for signal power
in computing the absolute voice channel noise
power from equation (?).

3.2S The Motorola equipment differs from most
present multiplex equipmentsin that it

employs frequencymodulation and has substan-
tially different overload characteristics.
With this equipment an input adjustmentmay be
employed permitting the peaks of “bull talkers!!
generally to overload considerablywithout re-
sulting in serious distortion. In practice,

-::This peak value would
ceeded by the loudest
then by only about 2$

be expected to be ex-
2% of the talkers and
of their peaks.

the adjustmentmay be such that fti modulati~
will occur when speech having a peak power
equivalent to a single tone of +4 dbm is ap-
plied at the zero level toll line position
(OTLP). Consequently,the speech power into
the multiplex equipment is h db higher with the
resulting transmissionimprovement. In this
case, therefore, a value of h dtxnshould be
employed in calculating the voice channel noise
power from equation (9).

3.29 In Table III values are given of So (the

single tone switchboard power which would
produce full modulation) for a number of multi-
plex systems of current design. New multiplex
equipmentsmay require different adjustments
resulting in different values for S.. More-

over, any future changes which affect the level
of speech at the switchboardwill also result
in changes in the value of So.

Table III

Multiplex
S0 (OTLP)-X

N Carrier +8 dbm

ON Carrier +8 dbm

L Carrier +8 dbm

Lenkurt &SBX +8 dbm

Motorola +~ dbm

+ The values shown can not be transmitted
by the multiplex equipment on a continu-
ous basis without serious overload and
should not be construed as the test tone
levels which will normally be somewhat
below those shown.

3.30 The flat noise power at the channel out-
put for the highest channel in the trans-

mitted band is as follows:

Nd~ (at OTLP) = so - Sv~N (10)

To correct this level to dba, a correction of
82 db is applied.

‘dba
(at OTLP) = So - Svc/N+ 82 (11)

3.31 This is the noise power which will be
measured by a noise set (FIA weighting)

when fluctuationnoise is controlling. Such

Page 7
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additionalcontributingfactors introducedby
compandors,equalization,and multihop systems
are discussed in Parts h~ S and 7$ respec-
tively.

(C) Examples

3.32 In the following paragraphs, two typical
combinationsof radio and multiplex

equipments are considered together with the
computationsfor Radio Frequency Carrier-to-
Noise Ratio (C/Nrf) and Noise Level in dba

(Ndba) in the top channel of the multiplex

equipment. Other similar examples will be
found in Parts 4, 6, and 7. The noise perform-
ance of any proposed system can ordinarily be
computed from the examples by substitution of
tineappropriatevalues.

3.33 Example 1- Lenkurt 72B FM Radio (900
Megacycles)with Lenkurt 45BX Multiplex

Radio Equipment

- Definition Data

‘t

‘t

Gr

L
rt

a

Nr

8

Transmitter Output Power + 37 dbm
~Watts (Equip. Spec.)

TransmittingAntenna Gati 25 db ,
10’ Dish (Fig. 1)

Receiving Antenna Gain 101 25 db
Dish (Fig. 1)

Misc. Losses (Cotial Cable - 6 db
Diplexer, Etc) (Equip. Spec.)

Path Loss 30 Miles 121 db
(Fig. 2)

Receiver Noise Level - 96 db
(Equip. Spec.)

Pr=Pt+Gt+Gr-Lti-a

=37+25+25-6-3.21

= -40dtm

C/Nrf= Pr - Nr = - 40 - (-96)

= 56db

B = 1.5 megacycles (Normallythe if.
rf

passband between
-2 db points)

C/Nc = C/Nrf+ 10 k Brf

= 56+ 10 log 1,5’00,000

=~6+62

= U8 db

Multiplex Equipment

the

W@!A Definition Data

d Maximum Deviation (RF) SCO kc
rf

n Number of Channels 24

B Frequency Spectrum 40 to
m

Occupied LO kc

‘1
Multiplex LOading -~ db
Factor (Table I)

Mc Multiplex Conversion +3 db

Factor (Table II)

so Switchboard @vel +8 d~

(Table III)

As shown by Equation (9)

RF Carrier- Detection
Voice Channel to-Noise and
Signal-to- Per Cycle of Bandwidth
Noise Bandwidth Factor

Multiplex Multiplex

Improvement IOading Conversion

Factor Factor Factor

Svc/N = C/Nc - L1 + 2010gD + ~ + ‘c



Equation (3)shows Improvement Factor = 20 log D

Whers

The value
read from

Svc/N

d
D= ‘fr

r tc F = ~JO kcs
tc

for the Improvement Factor may be
Fig. 3 tabe 11 db.

=118-~1+ 11-5+3

= 86

‘dba = ‘o -
Sv#N+ 82

=8-86+82

= h dba~$at the zero level point

3.3& Example 2 - Motorola FM Radio (6OOO Mega-
cycles) with Motorola Multiplex

Radio Equipment

m Definition Data

‘t

‘t

Gr

L
rt

a

Nr

..,.

-*%

Transmitter Output Power + 20 dbm
O.lWatt (Equip. Spec.)

TransmittingAntenna Gain 33 db~-~
40” Dish (fig. 1)

Receiving Antenna Gain 33 dW~-
40” Dish (Fig. 1)

Misc. Losses (Rec.
(Equip. Spec.)

Path Imss 20 Miles
(Fig. 2)

Filter) 2 db

134 db

Receiver Noise Level - 85 dtm
(Equip. Spec.)

As the noise level wittin the multiplex
terminals is of abut the same magni-
tude, computed values below 10 dba may
not be realized. However, if the actual
measurement showed the noise to be 10
dba, normal signal v~iations of two or
three db caused by minor fading, would
produce no noticeable change in this
value. An additional improvement is
available from the equa~zation network
incorporatedin the Le~urt ~2B radio
equipment. See Part s.

These values are not necessarily appli-
cable where a reflector is used in con-
junctionwith the dish.

1SS 1, SECTION 940-320-100

pr=~t+Gt+Gr-Lrt- ~

=2~+33+33-2-13~

= -SO dbm

C/Nw, = Pw - N- = -SO - (-85)
L.L1,

= 35 db

B = 12 megacycles (Normally the if. pass-
rf

band between the -2 db
points)

C/Nc = C/Nrf + 10 log Brf

= 35 + 10 log 12,000,000

=35+71

= 106 db

Multiplex Equipment

W!EQ Definition

d Msxtium Deviation
rf

n Number of Channels

Bm Frequency Spectrum
Occupied

‘1 Multiplex Loading
Factor (Table I)

(RF)

M Multiplex Conversion
c

Factor (Table II)

so Switchboard Level
(Table III)

As shown by Equation (9)

Data

~ Megacycles

24

400 to 800kc

-28 db

+11 db

Page 9
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RY Carrier- Detection
Voice Channel to-Noise and

Simal-to- Per Cycle of Bandwidth

ioise Bandwidth Factor

. C/N - 41
c

Equation (3) shows ImprovementFactor=20 log D

d
Where D = #

tc

d
rf = ~ megacycles

‘tc
= 800 kc

The value for the ImprovementFactor may be
read from Fig. 3 to be 16 db.

Sv~N = 106 -10+ 16-28+Ki

= 64 db

N
dba

=so- Sv#N + 82

=4-64+82

= 22 dba at the zero level petit

4. COMPANDOR ADVAIJTAGE

(A) Channel Noise Improvement~ Use of
Comnandors

4.o1 Certain types of multiplex equipments (N,
O, etc) have compandors incorporated

while other varieties allow an option on such
usage (Lankurt~~ type~ etc).

4.o2 The compandor basically consists of two
units, a compressor and an expandor. No

attempt will be made here to show all the ad-
vantages of these units, however, the net ef-
fect upon the listener is an effective

Multiplex Multiplex
Improvement Loading Conversion
Factor Factor Factor

F 20 log D +
‘1 +

Mc

reduction+ by some 23 db of the output noise of
the multiplex equipment. Three limits must be
placed upon the advantages of such units.

(1) When the noise level of the system with-
out com~andors approaches the level of

the modulat~on, the compandor fails to dis-
tinguish between noise and speech and its ad-
vantage is reduced. This effect is not nor-
mally reached in the operation of a microwa~
systern.

(2) When the noise level of the systemis so
low that noise within the expandor is

controlling. This level is about 5’dba
(OTLP).

(3) If compandors are used with single side-
band suppressed carrier channelizing

equipment (L, L5BX, L5D, etc)~ a ~ db reduc-
tion in the Loading Factor (Ml) must be ap-

plied to compensate for the resulting effec-
tively higher channel loading.

4.03 Some general rules are:

If the noise level of the multiplex (Ndba)

is within the range 28 to 59 dba at zero
level, the full 23 db improvement factor
may be taken.

If the noise level is less than 28 dba at
zero level, use ~ dba.

-%Although the effective improvement b use
of the compandor is 23 db, the value as
measured on a 2-type noise set is 28 db.
‘l%islattervaluedoes not recognizeanim-
pairment resulting from the so-called
Ifhush-hushffeffect. This effect is
caused by compressor ttattackr!and ex-
pander !Ihangoverltcharacteristicswhich,
during speech transmission,acts to re-
duce the over-all improvement by about
S db.
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h.04 Motorola FMRatio (6000 Megacycles) with
ON Carrier

Radio Equipment

= Definition Data

‘t
Transmitter Power Output + 20 dbm

0.1 Watt (Equip. Spec.)

‘t
TransmittingAntenna Gain 38 db
(See Note 1, Par. 4.o6)
(fig. 1)

Gr Receiting Antenna Gain 41 db

[:%;oNjye 2, Par. 4.06)

L
rt

Misc. Losses (Rec. Filter) 2 db

(Equip. Spec.)

a Path Loss 50 Miles (Fig. 2) N2 db

Nr Receiver Noise Level - 85 dbm
(Equip. Spec.)

Pr=Pt+Gt+Gr-Lrt- a

=20+38+41- 2-L2

= -45 dbm

C/Nrf = Pr - Nr = -45 dti - (-85 dbm)

= &O db

B = 12 megacycles (Normally the if. pass-
rf

band between the -2 db
points)

C/Nc = C/Nrf + 10 log Brf

= 40+ lolog12,000,mo

=40+71

= 111 db

Multiplex Equipment

Y!!K2A Definition Data

d Maximum Iktiation 2.5 Megacycles
rf

(See Note 3,
Par. L.06)

n Number of Channels 40

Bm Frequency Spectrum 40 to 260 kcs
Occupied

‘1
Multiplex Loading -32 db
Factor

Mc Multiplex Conversion +3db

Factor

so Switchboard Level + 8 dbn

As shown by Equation (9)

RF Carrier- Detection
Voice Channel to-Noise and
Signal-to- Per Cycle of Bandwidth
Noise Bandwidth Factor

Equation (3) shows

d
Where D = #

tc

1SS 1, SECTION 940-320-100

Improvement Factor=20 log D

d
rf = 2.5 megacycles

(See Note (3))

F
tc

= 26o kcs

The value for the Improvement Factor may be
read from Fig. 3 to be 20 db.

Svc/N = Ill - L1 +20-32+3

= 61 db

‘dba = ‘o -
Svc/N+ 82

=8-61+82

= 29 dba

h.05 Applying an effective noise reduction of
23 db for the compandor advantage the re-

sulting charmel noise becomes:

Ndba (with compandor) = 6 dba

4.o6 Notes

(1) Transmitting mtenna assumed to be a
tower mounted 8 by 12 curved reflector at

a separation of 135 feet from a 40-inch
parabola. (lSO-foot tower)

(2) Receiving antenna assumed to be a10-foot
parabola. No reflector required.

(3) The full deviation of Smegacycles avail-
able with Motorola equipment while pro-

ducing a high signal-to-fluctuationnoise ra-
tio, may in some cases result in a lower than
desirable signal-to-intermodulationnoise ra-
tio. Multiplex equipments which occupy more
than one octave in the baseband are more sus-
ceptible to modulation products than are
those utilizing one octave or less; conse-
quently, a somewhat reduced deviation is rec-
ommended. The 2.$megacycle swing shown rep-
resents a balance between fluctuation and in-
termdulation noise performance.

~. BASEBAND EQUALIZATION

(A) General

~.01 The output noise amplitude spectrum of a
frequency modulated receiver is triangu-

lar, that is,itvaries directly with increasing

Multiplex Multiplex
Improvement Loading Conversion
l%ctor Factor Factor

Svc/N = C/N - 41 +
c 20 log D + +

‘1
Mc
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SECTION 940-320-100

frequency at a rate of SW decibelsper octave.
This triangular noise spectrum is produced by
the discriminatorcharacteristic. The higher
the frequency of the noise energy impressed
upon the discriminator,the greater the cor-
responding output noise voltage.

L en doubles (6db)

E each time fn
I is doubled.
I en
I

f. f“ fm
-D-

5.02 Allprevioua canputathns of channel
noise were referenced to the top channel

to be transmitted,which, in an ??M$$system will.
be the poorest channel with regard to noise
performance. By placing a network, whose am-
plitude transmission is proportional to fre-
quency, ahead of the transmitter,the output
s~al voltage will also be triangular.

5.03 Bypassing the discriminatoroutput volt-
age through a reciprocalnetwork the

signal-to-noiseratio at the output of the re-
ceiver can be reduced to a constant, independ-
ent of frequency.

w~en an FM SyStjSIII is completely equalized
it becomes a phase modulated system. In
such instances all channels would provide
equal noise performance. The improvement
in the noise performancein the top chan-
nel for this case is 5 db.

DISCRIMINATOR

~.04 Usually networks of less than 6 db per
octave slope are used as the peak modula-

tion requirementsbecome rather severe as com-
plete equalizationis approached. For examplej
with a multiplex terminal which has an output
some seven octaves wide (2.5’kc to 320 kc), the
input equalizationrequired is 42 db for equal
top and bottom channel noise performance. In
practice, such networks would be designed to
produce an acceptable top channel if possible,
but not one completelyequalized.

5.05 The REL-Lenkurtequipments make use of
such compromisenetworks wlrichresult in

about 3 db improvement in the top channel noise
performance. Rather than present a lengthy
discussion as to the method of design of such
networks, they are more properly handled by
LaboratoriesPersonnelfor individual cases.

5.o6 Suffice to say that the practical im-
provement resulting from complete equal-

ization is about 5 db.

6. TELEVISION PERFORMANCE COMPUTATION

(A) Oeneral

6.o1 A method of deritig the peak-to-peak
signal.-to-rmsfluctuationnoise ratio

when television transmissionis contemplated
will be presented. As a starting point, the rf
carrier-to-noiseratio per cycle of bandwidth
C/Nc (db) [See Equation (7), Part 2] is re-

quired.

6.02 As was discussed in Part 3 (Para-
graphs3.08to 3.12), the full modulation

post detection signs.l-to-noiseratiopercycle of
bandwidth after detection is:

S#c = C/NC-3 (db)

6.o3 The foregoing has assumed a
plitude modulated carrier.

quency modulation is employed, an

RECEIVER
OUTPUT NETWQR’K OUTPUT

output Slgrlal

Input signal
Chamcteristic

Z+

T

Slope

Input Noise
T

*

Es -f Es

J1

En

JJ

En

f. fao o co

(1)

fuw am-
When fre-
increase in
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signal-to-noiseratio is possible (see Para-
graphs 3.L and 3.15, Part 3) with the result-
ing improvement as shown below:

ImprovementFactor = 20 log D (db) (2)

d
Where D = ~

‘tc

drf is the m-um detiation specified

for the frequency modulated carrier.

‘tc
is the top frequency of the base-

band occupied by the video signal - for
standard television signals (monochrome
or color) this value may be taken as
4.3 megacycles.

6.o4 The post detection signal-to-noiseper
cycle of bandwidth at the top frequency

of the baseband becomes:

Sd/Nc = C/N -
c

3 + 20 log D (db) (3)

6.o5 If the baseband is assumed to contain
flat noise weighting, the foregoing noise

in the bandwidth of one cycle can now be cor-
rected to show the noise existing in the band-
width of the basebamd. As the baseband is ex-
panded from one cycle to the required band-
width, the baseband rms signal-to-rmsnoise
ratio becomes:

Sd/Nb =

Where

video

C/Nc - 3 + 20 log D +10 log Etv(db)

(h)

‘tv
equals the bandwidth of the

signal - in the common case Btv is

4.3 megacycles.

For the general case,
to:

Sd/Nb = C/Nc + 20

Equation (h) simplifies

log D - 69 (db) (5)

6.06 When frequencymodulation is employed,
the baseband noise has triangular rather

than flat weighting as previously assumed.
(See Part 8B.) The net effect is a reduction
in the wideband noise power of approxtiatel.y
five decibels. Applying this noise reduction
factor to Equation (S), the output baseband rms
signal-to-rmsnoise ratio becomes:

Sc/Nb = C/Nc + 20 log D - 64 (db) (6)

6.o7 Recognizing the difficulty of accurate~
determining the rms value of a video sig-

nal, all objectives and measurements as used

within the Bell System are based on peak-to-
peak signal levels. Such levels are easily de-
termined by use of wideband oscilloscopes.

6.08 When substituting the peak-to-peak signal
level for the previously considered nns

signal level, a nine decibel correction in the
ratic is necessary. This final step produces
the desired result, namely the video-(peak-to-
peak) to-noise (rms) ratio.

RF Carrier-
to-Noise Kiscel-

Peak-to-Peak Per Improve- laneous
Signal-to-RMS Cycle of ment Collected
Noise Ratio Bandwidth Factor Factors

Spp/N = C/N + 20 log E - 55 (db)
c

(7)

6.09 Examples of the computationsfor typical
cases are discussed in Part B.

6.1o Where more than one hop is contemplated,
Part 7 shows the necessa~ steps for ad-

justing the foregoing single hop results to
multiple hop performance.

(B) Examples

6.u Example 1 - Western Electric TE Microwave
System (bOOOMegacycles)

Swmbol-

‘t

‘t

Gr

L
rt

a

Nr

Pr .

.

Definition Data

Transmitter Power Output + 26 clbm
400mw (Equip. Spec.)

TransmittingAntenna Gain 31 db
57” dish (Equip. Spec.)

Receiving Antenna Gain S7” 3i db
dish (Equip. Spec.)

Misc. Losses o

Path Loss 20 miles (Fig. 2) 131 db

Receiver Noise Level - 85 dbm
(Equip. Spec.)

Pt+ Gt+ G - L - a
r rt

26+31+31-o-131

-43 dtm

C/Nrf = pr - Nr = - 43 dbm - (-85 abm)

= 42 db

B = 16 megacycles (Nornally the if. ?ass-
rf

band ietween the -2 cib
points)

C/Nc = C/Nrf+ 10 log Brf

= h2 + 10 log 16,000,000

=lL2+72

= 1~ db

Page 13
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SECTION 940-320-100

6.12 When used for television transmission,
the maximum deviation (drf) of the TE

equipmentis 2 megacycles and the top frsquency
of the baseband (F ) is 4.3 megacycles.

tc

Therefore:

ImprovementFactor = 20 log D=
2

20 log~

ImprovementFactor= -7 db

The peak-to-peak signal-to-rmsnoise at the
output of the system can now be derived by use
of Equation (7):

RF Carrier-
to-ltoise Miscel-

Peak-to-Peak Per i3nprove- laneous
Signal-to-RMS wcle of rnent Collected
Noise Ratio Bandwidth Factor Factors

JSN=
P

C/Nc +2010g D-~~

. IJA + (-7) - 55

. 52 db

6.13 Example 2 - Western Electric TD2 Micro-
wave System 4000 Megacycles)

Symbol Definition Data

‘t
TransmitterPower Output + 27 dh

500mw (Equip. SPeC.)

‘t
TransmitttigAntenna Gain 37 db
10 by 10 Lens Antenna
(Equip. ~C. )

Gr Receifig Antenna Gain 37 db
10 by 10 Lens Antenna
(Equip. Spec.)

L fisco Losses (2001 of
rt

3 db
Waveguide)

a Path Loss 33 Miles 135 db
(Fig. 2)

Nr Receiver Noise Lavel - 86 db
(Equip. Spec.)

Pr = pt+Gt+Gr-Lrt-a

=27+37+37-3-135

=-37 dtm

C/Nrf= Pr - Nr= - 37 dbm- (-86 dbm)

=49 db

B 25 megacycles
rf -

c/N = C/Nrf+ 10 log Brf
c

= 49+ lo log 25,000,000

=49+7~

= 123 db

Page 14

6.IJJ Themsximm detiation (drf) emplopd on

TD2 for television transmissionis 4 meg-
acycles and the top frequency of the baseband

(Ftc) is h.3 megacycles. Therefore:

ImprovementFactor = 20 log D = 20 log
&

Improvement Factor = -1 db

Incorporatingthe foregoing into Equation (7):

RF Carrier-
to-Noise Niscel-

Peak-to-Peak Per Improve- laneoua
Signal-to-RMS Cycle of ment Collected
Noise Ratio Bandwidth Factor Factors

4
SN
P

= C/Nc +2010g D- ~~

= 123 + (-1) - %

= 67 db

7. MULTIHOP CONSIDERATIONS

(A) General

7.01 If the particular microwave system being
considered is of more than one section,

the results obtained must be corrected for the
effects of the additional sections. This CO*
rection may be applied in two ways:

(1) The C/Nrfmaybe computed for each see-

tion and the values obtained added on a
reciprocal power basis, to form an effective
C’/N f for the enttie system. This value is

r
then used in the final channel noise
computation.

(2) The channel noise maybe computed for
each section and the

added on a power basis.

An example of each type of

(B) Examples

values obtained

computation follows.

Systems with No Channel Dropping

7.02 A four section system with hops of 22,
31, 26 and45 miles each using Lenkurt

(900 megacycles) equipment is to be considered.
It is proposed that six-foot parabolas till be
used on the three shorter sections and lo-foot
parabolas on the last. Computation required is
the effective Cl/Nrf.
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iz!?!EQ

‘t

‘t

GT

a

L
rt

N
r

C/Nr~

Combining the above

-52 = 10 logxl

-49 = 10 log X2

-50 = 10 log X3

-55 = 10 log Xh

Cf/Nrf = 10 log

= 45 db

DataDefinition

Path Length 22 31 26 45
(Miles

Power Output + 37 dbm + 37 dbm + 37 dlxn + 37 dtm

(5 Watts)

Transmitting 20 db 20 db 20 db 25 db
Antenna Gain

Receiving Antenna 20 db 20 db 20 db 25 db
Gain

Path Loss U8 db 121 db 120 db 125 db

Misc. Losses 3 db 3 db 3 db
(Coaxial Cable)

3 db

Receiver Noise - 96 dkm - 96 dbm - 76 dbm - 96 dbm
Level

Carrier-to-Noise 52 db 49 db 50 db ~~ db
At the Receiver
Input

on a power basis:

xl = 63 x 10-7

X2 = 126 X 10-7

X3 = 100 x 10-7

x,, = 25 x 10-7

x = 314 x 10-7

107 - 10 log 31Jl= 70 - 25

7.03 This result is now used to compute the
channel nofse of the entire system. This

method of computationassumes that all sections
utilize the same types of microwave equipment,
and that all unit.Sare adjusted to produce the
same operating characteristics(equal deviation
ratios, channel loading, etc).

Systems Employing Channel Dropping

7.OL The second method of computation is es-
pecially suitable where the type of

microwave equipment,number of chaxmels, devia-
tion ratio, etc, is not uniform throughout th$
length of the system. Under these conditions,
the channel noise is computed for each section
independentlyas shown under ‘voice Channel
Noise Level Computation.’!Be sure to include
such items as a reduction in the channel load-
fig if channels are dropped at repeaters, and
increases in the deviation ratio if the band
occupied by the multiplex is reduced at an in-
termediate repeater.

7.05 As an example, consider a three section
system as follows:

Microwave Equipment Motorola FM Radio
(6000 Megacycles)

Multiplex Equipment ON Carrier

Two sections have LO channels and the last has
20 channels. Computation required is the chan-
nel noise for the through 20 channels and the
same for the short haul 20 channels. This ex-
ample will assume that no equalizationnetworks
have been supplied.
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!

Sz?K@

‘t

‘t

Gr

a

L
rt

Nr

B
rf

Cfirf

C/Nc =

=

n

B
n

‘1

Mc

so

d
rf

Definition

Length of Path
(Miles)

TransmitterPower
Output (.1 Watt)

TransmittingAntenna
Gain (Note 1)

Receiving Antenna
Gain (Note 1)

Path Loss

Misc. Filter Losses

Ikceiver Noise Level

Bandwidth of Radio
Channel

Carrier-to-Noise
Ratio at Receiver
Input

C/Nrf + 10 log Brf

18

20 dhn

36 db

36 db

134 db

2 db

- 85’dbm

12 mega-
cycles

41 db

1.12db

Data

28

20 dhn

38 db

38 db

137 db

2 db

- 85 dlm

12 mega-
cycles

42 db

113 db

4.5

20 dtm

38 db

38 db

l@ db

2 db

- 85 dbm

12 mega-
Cycl(s

38 db

109 db

Note 1: These gain figures contemplate the use of curved
reflector and LO” dish combinationsas follows:

Gain Reflector Size Dish-ReflectorSpactig

36 db 6,

38 db 8[

Definition

Length of Path

Number of Voice
Channels

Multiplex Equipment

18

40

Frequency Spectrum 40 to
Occupied 264 kc

Multiplex Loading - 32
Factor

Multiplex Conversion 3 db
Factor

Switchboard Level +8dlxn

Maximum Deviation 2.5 mega-
of the Radio cycles
Transmitter

1051

185’

Data

28

ho

40 to
2611kc

- 32

3 db

+ 8dtm

2.5 mega-
cycles

45

20

40 to
LO kc

26

3 db

+8dhn

2.5 mega-
cycles
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Computation of Channel Noise per Section

E@nbol

C/Nc

Improvement =
Factor

‘1

Mc

Definition

Length of Path Miles

Carrier-to-Noiseper Cycle

d
rf

20 log ~
tc

S~N = C/Nc - 41+2010g D+M1+M
c

so

‘dba
. so - S~N+ 82

Combintig these Yalues for all sections, and
two sections,respectively.

29 dba = 10 log Xl Xl = 79~ Xl = 79~

28 dba = 10 log X2 X2 = 631 X2 = 631

20 dba = 10 log X3 X3 = 100

x! = 1525 x~~. ~25

10 log 1525 = 32 dba’%

10 log 1425 = 32 dba+

-*Values shown are to the nearest db.

7.o6 The 32 dba approximatesthe noise in the
top channel of koth the through 20 chan-

nels as well as the short haul 20 channels. AS
was shown, the noise Contributionfrom the last
section is insignificantwhen compared with the
noise level in the two previous sections.

7.07 This 32 dba figure does not yet include
the effect of the compandors. As was

previously discussed,whenever the computed
noise without compandors is found to be in the
range 28 to 59 dba the full compandor advantage
of 23 db is available.

7.08 Consequently,the circuit noise level un-
der nonfadhg conditionswill be 9 dba

(32- 23).

Data

18 28

112 db 113 db

19 db 19 db

- 32 db - 32 db

+3db +3db

61 db o? db

+8dtm +8dbm

29 dba 28 dba

8. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS

(A) General

45

109 db

25 db

26 db

+3db

70 db

+8dbm

20 dba

8.01 The values for the multiplex equipment
shown in Tables I and II for the Multi-

plex Loading Factor Ml and the Multiplex Con-

version Factor MC (Section 3) were based on the

following assumptions:

(a) If the multiplexing technique requires
the transmission of comparativelyhigh

level carriers, then such voice modulation as
may exist will cause no appreciable increase
in the system loading over thzt of the car-
riers alone. Ths is true for N, ON, and
Motorola multiplex.

(b) When signa~g tones are transmitted over
the system and contribute to the system

loading, such loading will be considered as
being in addition to that in subparagraph a.
This is tme for N and ON where the signaling
tones are derived from a single source and,
consequently,are in phase, and are trans-
mitted at levels correspondingto O dbm at
the toll.line position.

Note: It must be recognized that the val-
~computed for Ml by this method are con-

servative. It is expected that in many
cases the individual channel carrier levels
can be increased, however, as the modula-
tion characteristicsof the radio equipment
are not precisely known, a conservativeap-
proach is recommended. Once the particular
system has been placed in operation it will
be possible to determinewhat increases in
levels are possible and still meet inter-
modulation and distortion objectives.
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8.o2 All derivationswill.make use of the fol-
lowing

E. =

En =

E
sbl=

E
sb2=

n .

‘1 =

definitions:

The single frequency voltage re-
quired at the input of the radio
frequency equipment to produce
peak modulationofthe rf equipmmt.

Level of a single subcarrier.

Peak levelofupper sidebandener~.

Peak leveloflower sidebandenero.

!tumb%rofvoicechannelstransmitted.

Ratio between !30andthepeak level

produced by a single modulated
subcarrier.

(El)Frequency Modulation Noise Advantage

8.03 The derivation of the output signal-to-
noise ratio of a frequency modulated car-

rier to that of an equal amplitudemodulated
carrier when modulated by a single frequency
may be approached as follows. Equal full modu-
lation signal outputs ad perfect limiting are
assumed.

F if/2

fn= frequency of the noise component

Fa= audio channel width

Fif~ peak-to-peak swing

Fif
D=% = deviation ratio

o

Pa = Noise Power in Amplitude Modulated
Channel

Pf = Noise Power in Frequency Modulated
Channel

8.o4 It can be shown that:

Pa
_ . Area (O?IEH)(ordinates)2

‘f Area (OGH) (ordinates)*

(OD)2 F-
d

‘m

J‘a(a)2 dfn
o

Solving for IIalf~ terms of f’.
n“

– . pa

7
fn if

2 fn (CD)
Substituting a.

F
if

.
(OD)2 Fa

(OD)2 Fa 3 (Fif) 2 = 3 D2
= .

L(OD) 2X< (2 Fa)2
“

F’
if 3

If Na = Amplitude Modulation Noise Voltage

NP = Frequency Modulation Noise Voltage
&

Sa =

Sf =

Signal Level Input for Amplitude
Modulation

Signal Level Input for Frequency
Modulation

IfSa= Sf

then

.&.

‘f
q
—=~+2010g D$s

5- 20 log D

-::-It can be shown that at the top edge of
the modulation band, the noise power den-
~ftv improvement is just 20 log D.
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(C) Motorola Multiplex

8.05 This type of multiplex operates under the
following conditions:

(a) All subcarriers are transmitted continu-
ously.

(b) The peak frequency modulation of the sub-
carriers is + 6 kc when full modulation

is applied. -

(c) Signaling is accomplished byshifttig the
subcarrier transmitter center frequency

with no change in carrier level.

8.06 The peak radio frequency swing will be
observedwhen all the subcarrier signals

are added in phase. Therefore:

E
En=$

En ~
—=-.
E. n %

.“. Ml= - 20 log n (db)

Example: Fern equals24 channels of Motorola
multiplex, Ml=- 2010g24 = -28 db.

8.07 In Motorola multiplex equipment, the
peak-to-peak swing is ~ 6 kc (12 kc) and

the audio bandwidth = 3 kc. Therefore:

6
D=Y=2

and

‘f
q
—= ~+ 2010g2=5+6=Ddb (Mc)
Sa

~

(D) N Carrier Multiplexing with Signaling

6.08 During signaling periods,
energies are in phase and

15 db below the carrier level.

the sideband
approximately
If the carrier

1SS 1, SECTION 940-320-100

level (En) is assumed to be unity, then each

sideband level at peak equals 0.178 En. The

peak swing occurs when the input voltage is
E
peak*

E ‘En+Esb~+Esb2
peak

= En+ .178

= 1.36E
n

E.
Consequently,~

n

En+ .178 En

is the ratio between the

peak single channel modulating voltage and a
single tone which produces the same peak modu-
lation of the transmitter. For any number of
channels (n), this relation becomes:

E.

1.36En (n)

E
● “.Ml=$= 0 ~ = -20 log 1.36 n

. -2010gn-

8.09 Example:

Find Ml for n equals 24

M1=- 20 log 24 -

=. 28-3

= -31 db

For other values of n, Ml
accordingly.

8.1o Mc = O as N Carrier

3 db

N Carrier Channels

3 db

may be computed

is double sideband

amplitude modulation.

(E) ON Carrier Multiplexing with Signaling

6.1.1 During signaling periods, the siaeband
energies are ti phase and a??roxtiately

6 db below the carrier level. If the carrier
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level (En) is assumed to be unity, then each

sideband level at peak equals 0.5 En. The peak

swtig occurs when the input voltage is Epeak.

Epeak ‘En+Esbl+Esb2

= En+ O.s En + O.~ En

= 2.0 En

E.
Consequentlyj~ is the ratio between the

n
peak modulating voltage (per two channels) and
a single tone which produces the same peak mod-
ulation of the transmitter. For any number of
channels (n), this relation becomes:

E.

En *
=—=-2010gn

‘1=% 2n

8.12 Example:

Find M, for n equals LO ON Canier Channels
L

Ml = -20 log

= -20 log

=-32 db

For other values of
accordingly.

8.13 Derivation of

plex - As the
individual channels

n

40

n, Ml may be computed

Mc for ON Carrier Multi-

ON equipment derives the
by stigle sideband tech-

niques, the noise level per channel is 3 deci-
bels less than that for sintLlardouble sideband
systems. This represents an over-all 3-decibel
improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio, con-
sequently,

Mc =+3db

(F) Sing7.eSideband Suppressed Carrier
Multiplexing

8.& A consideration of the loading effects of
Single Sideband Suppressed Carrier is

considerably beyondthe scope of this discussion;

however, for a complete treatment of the sub-
ject, the followtig reference is recom-
mended:

Holbrook and Dixon, Load Rating Theory for
Multichannel Amplifiers, Bell System Tech-
nical Journal, October, 1939, Pages 622
to 644.

8.1S Normal signaling levels over such chan-
nels are so low as to reduce their ef-

fects to that similar to speech loading. Con-
sequently, signaling tones are not considered
as being in addition to speech loading, but
rather equivalent to it.

8.16 The value ofMc is +3 decibels using the

same approach as described under ON Car-
rier Multiplexing.
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